The Role of Arg157Ser in Improving the Compactness and Stability of ARM Lipase
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Abstract

Consensus approach is an efficient strategy to identify hot residue important for compactness and stability of protein. Structure of ARM lipase was modeled to explore the possible effect of critical point mutation towards structure and function. The significant difference of amino acid at position 157 between ARM lipase (Arg157) and other thermostable lipases (Ser157) was targeted as a critical residue. Using YASARA software, Arg157 was substituted to Ser and subsequently the energy minimized. Both ARM and R157S lipases were analyzed by MD simulations at different temperatures (50°C, 60°C, and 70°C). MD simulation result showed that R157S lipase had lower value of RMSD, RMSF, solvent accessible surface area (SASA) and radius of gyration than native ARM lipase. It indicated that R157S lipase had higher compactness in the structure leading to enhanced stability. To validate the computational data, the substitution of Arg157 to Ser has been conducted using site-directed mutagenesis experimentally. The catalytic efficiency (kcat/KM) of R157S lipase was refold better than ARM lipase of 70°C. Circular dichroism study revealed that R157S lipase had increased thermostability with higher Tm (71.6°C) than its wild-type (63.9°C) indicating a better compactness as revealed by spectrofluorocence study. Thus the rational design of substituting Arg157 with Ser improved the protein folding of mutant lipase as shown in MD simulations and subsequently increased the catalytic effectiveness and thermodynamic stability.
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Introduction

Thermostable lipases are gaining wide industrial and biotechnological interest due to the fact that they are better suited for harsh industrial processes [1]. Most of thermostable lipases are evolved in thermophilic (growth at temperature above 60°C) and hyperthermophilic (growth at temperatures above 80°C) microbes. The structural comparison between thermolabile and thermostable enzymes has validated the numerous protein stabilizing mechanisms such as hydrophobic interactions, packing efficiency, salt bridges, hydrogen bonds, loop and helix stabilization, reduction of conformational strains and resistance to covalent destruction. On the other hand, the packing of protein atoms is one of the factors in determining thermostability. The higher stability of thermostable enzymes may be contributed by better packing and less internal cavities [2-5].

The principles of protein folding and packing become growing interest to explore how proteins adapt at high temperatures. Protein folding strictly depends on the amino acid sequence of the polypeptide chain. The folding of polypeptide chain is driven by the strong tendency of hydrophobic side chains to cluster in the core of protein away from solvents and stabilized by various non-covalent interactions. The questions are how proteins can have a great variety of functions and specificities when only 20 amino acids are used in their construction and how three dimensional proteins can correspond to their function and specificity. It has been reported that the conformation and stabilization of proteins was due to the properties of amino acid side chains [4,6,7].

Understanding the mechanism of protein folding is crucial and challenging. To realize the goal, rational design has been used to engineer enzyme to create subtle changes by single amino acid substitutions. A novel activity may be obtained with only a single point mutation [8,9]. In this study, consensus approach has been chosen as a simple strategy to identify a critical residue that destabilizes protein structure. The design of stabilizing mutations through consensus approach was proven to be simple and reliable [10]. In the present investigation, recombinant ARM lipase from a newly isolated Geobacillus sp. was used [11]. ARM lipase has comparatively low thermostability compared to other homologous thermostable lipases despite sharing a high similarity in amino acid sequences (~80%). The Arg157 has been identified as critical residue that destabilized protein structure. We hypothesized that by substituting Arg157 to Ser would contribute to protein stability because consensus residue fitting well
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during evolution. The substitution of critical residue was analyzed using in silico to avoid unnecessary conformational distortion in engineered lipase and validate with kinetic study and thermodynamic study.

Methods

Preparation of 3D structures of ARM and R157S lipases

The 3D structure of ARM lipase was predicted by comparative modeling. The first step in comparative modeling is the assignment of the unknown ARM lipase structure to a protein family with thousands of sequences already stored in protein databases (PDB). The structure of ARM lipase was modeled using available software packages such as HOMOLOGY and MODELLER, Accelrys, San Diego (http://www.accelrys.com). The unknown ARM lipase structure (target protein) was built from the known 3D structure of T1 lipase (2DSN) as a template. The final model of ARM lipase was evaluated using Ramachandran plot. Using YASARA, the three-dimensional structure of the mutant (R157S lipase) was modeled by substituting Arg157 to Ser and energy minimization was used to release bad contact.

MD simulations of ARM and R157S lipases

MD simulations were performed on ARM lipase and R157S lipase structures using Amber03 force field in YASARA package. The periodic box was filled with explicit water molecules to a density of 0.98320 g/l. The whole system was neutralized by adding counter ions and all ionizable protein groups were protonated according to their tabulated pKa values at pH 7 of the medium. Water molecules were relaxed by simulated annealing procedure. Minimization was run until the maximum atom speed dropped below 2200 m/s. Then, the system was heated from 0 to 323 K, 333K and 343 K. Finally, 10,000 ps molecular dynamics (MD) equilibrated simulation were conducted at 323 K, 333K and 343 K, with constant pressure. The cut-off was 7.86 Å for van der Waals interactions. The electrostatic interactions were calculated and 3000 snapshots were collected every 7.5 ps [12]. Analysis of data was done with YASARA and presented as Root Mean Standard Deviation (RMSD), Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF), Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA) and radius of gyration.

Organism

The recombinant plasmid pTrcHis/ARM harboring ARM lipase gene was extracted from Escherichia coli Top 10 (pTrcHis/ARM) [11] cloned previously grew on Luria-Bertani (LB) agar containing 50 μg/ml ampicillin.

Substitution of Arg157 residue by Site-Directed Mutagenesis

The QuikChange Lightning Site-Directed Mutagenesis Kit (Stratagene, La Jolla, CA, USA) was used as a method to introduce point mutation following the supplier’s protocol. The mutagenic primer was designed with centre of mutation position with ~10-15 bases acting as template complementary sequence on both sides. Then, 2μl Dpn I restriction endonuclease was added to each amplification reaction to digest the parental methylated DNA. The Dpn I-digested DNA was transformed into competent E. coli XL-10 Gold cells, and transformants were obtained from LB agar. Each mutation was confirmed by sequencing. Then, confirmed mutant plasmid was transformed into E. coli Top 10.

Preparation of crude enzyme solutions of ARM and R157S lipases

The LB broth (200 ml in 1L blue cap bottle) containing 100 μg/ml ampicillin was inoculated with 1 ml of an overnight recombinant culture and incubated at 37°C on a shaking incubator at 200 rpm. The recombinant culture was then induced with 1mM of IPTG. After 17 h of IPTG induction, cells were harvested by centrifugation (10,000 rpm, 4°C, and 10 min). The cell pellets were resuspended with 20 ml of 50 mM phosphate buffer (pH 7.0) and disrupted at 60 W output for 4 min on ice. The supernatants (crude) of ARM and R157S lipases were used in purification.

Purification of ARM and R157S lipases

Purification of ARM and R157S lipases were performed using AKTA Prime using affinity chromatography technique. Four hundred ml culture of ARM and R157S lipases were harvested by centrifugation and resuspended with 40 ml of binding buffer (50 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4, 500 mM NaCl and 20 mM imidazole). The crude cell lysate was loaded into a Ni-Sepharose HP column (XK 16/20) containing 10 ml resin equilibrated with binding buffer at flow rate of 1 ml/min. The column was eluted with the elution buffer (50 mM phosphate buffer pH 7.4, 500 mM NaCl and 500 mM imidazole). The eluted fractions with high lipase activity were subjected to SDS-PAGE and NATIVE-PAGE analysis to check the purity.

Lipase hydrolysis activity analysis and kinetic characterization

Lipolytic activity of ARM and R157S lipases were determined by measuring the amount of p-nitrophenol released after catalysis according to the method described by Winkler and Stuckman [13]. p-nitrophenyl laurate was used as the substrate in this study. The assay mixture contained 89μl of phosphate buffer (50 mM, pH 7), 10 μl of substrate solution (25 mM p-nitrophenol laurate in DMSO) and 1μl of enzyme solution. 100μl of ethanol was added after 15 second of the reaction time. The A405 of liberated p-nitrophenol was measured with p-nitrophenol as a standard [14]. The enzymatic p-nitrophenyl laurate hydrolysis was calculated by Hones-Woolf plot ([S]/v vs [S]). In this study, the concentration of enzymes [E] for ARM and R157S lipases was equal as constant. Thus, kcat was calculated as equal to Vmax. The kcat/Km and kcat/Km for both ARM and R157S lipases and the results were compared. One unit of enzyme activity was defined as the rate of enzyme required releasing 1μmol of p-nitrophenol per minute from the p-nitrophenyl ester.

CD spectra

Thermodynamic stability of ARM and R157S lipases were obtained using a JASCO J-810 spectropolarimeter (JASCO, Japan) and measured at 222 nm. 50 mM Phosphate buffer pH 7.0 was used as working buffer. CD spectra were recorded at temperature ranging from 20-90 °C using 0.1 cm path-length cuvettes. The concentration of ARM and R157S lipases was 0.4 mg/ml. All measurements were repeated three times.

Fluorescence spectra measurements

The fluorescence spectra were recorded using a Shimadzu RF-5301PC spectrofluorometer for intrinsic and extrinsic study of purified ARM and mutant lipases (0.001 mg/ml). An intrinsic fluorescence spectrum was recorded between 310 and 500 nm by excitation at 295 nm. The binding of a hydrophobic probe, 8-anilino-1-naphthalenesulfonate (ANS), to ARM and mutant lipases was determined as extrinsic study. ANS acts as a probe to determine changes in surface hydrophobic area. The binding of a hydrophobic probe, 8-anilino-1-naphthalenesulfonate (ANS), to ARM and mutant lipases was determined as extrinsic study. ANS acts as a probe to determine changes in surface hydrophobic area.
10 μM), were left at room temperature for 5 min. Fluorescence spectra were recorded between 400-600 nm upon exciting the protein at 350 nm to minimize the emission arising from Trp residues.

Results and Discussions

**Modeling of ARM lipase and R157S lipase structures**

The amino acid sequence of ARM lipase (accession number, ABK34427.1) was aligned with template sequence (2DSN) using available software packages; HOMOLOGY and MODELLER, Accelrys, San Diego. The unknown of ARM lipase structure (target protein) was built in a template of known 3D structure of T1 lipase (2DSN) with high similarity. The quality of predicted model structure is strongly dependent on the accuracy of the template structure used [15, 16]. The predicted ARM lipase was determined using Ramachandran plot with 93.3% of residues being in the most favored regions. The percentage that higher than 90% of residues in the most favored regions show that the quality of predicted structure is comparable to template [17]. Consensus approach was used as a method to substitute a critical residue with hot residue to increase the thermodynamic stability of ARM lipase. This technique was simple compared to other strategies [10, 18]. The significant difference of Arg157 of ARM lipase and other thermostable lipases (Ser157) was targeted as a critical residue (Figure 1) and substituted using YASARA software. The energy minimization of ARM before mutation was -471 971.985 kJ/mol decrease to -507 569.663 kJ/mol after mutation as calculated using YASARA. The decreasing of minimized energy value of R157S showed that the substitution of Arg157 to Ser might contribute to a better compactness and increased the protein folding [19-21]. However, there was subtle change observed between ARM and R157S lipases as revealed by superimposed structures with RMSD value of 0.480 Å.

In Figure 2, Arg157 of ARM lipase showed high solvent accessible surface area (yellow surface) than Ser157 of mutant lipase inside the protein structure. The removal of Arg157 (less hydrophobic properties) inside the protein structure to Ser residue could increase the compactness and remove the bad cavities in the protein structure. For further analysis, VORONOIA has been used to study the packing of ARM and R157S lipases. The programme allows browsing of pre-calculated packing densities and cavities (http://bioinformatics.charite.de/voronoia.) [4]. From VORONOIA result (data not shown), the average packing density of R157S lipase increased and had lower internal cavities compared to the wild-type (ARM lipase). Thus, the substitution of bad residue (Arg157) with Ser enhanced the packing and compactness of the native structure besides decreasing the internal cavities in the protein structure.

Analysis of MD Simulations

**Root Mean Square Deviation (RMSD)**

Molecular Dynamic (MD) simulation techniques were used to analyze the dynamic behavior of the two lipases (ARM and R157S lipases). Trajectories over 10 ns were analyzed by calculating the RMSD of ARM and R157S lipases at 323K and 333K as shown in Figure 3. At the beginning of the trajectory (t=0), RMSD of both lipases displayed a value of 0.8 Å indicated the movements of both lipases occurred during the thermalization and equilibration periods. At 323K, the deviation value of ARM lipase increased rapidly during the first 2 ns and maintained the deviation until the end of simulation (t=10 ns) (Figure 3A). Meanwhile, R157S lipase showed rapid increase of the deviation value (1.6 Å) until 8 ns and decreased to the end of simulation. R157S lipase structure was not stable and did not reach the folded state until end of the simulation at 50 °C. However, it is possible that at longer simulation times than 10 ns performed, the R157S lipase structure might be stable and reach at the folded state. MD simulation in long-time scale play an important role in increasing understanding of the dynamical aspects of protein structure. During longer time simulation, proteins continuously fold and unfold and provide considerable insight into these process [23].

Different to the temperature at 333K (Figure 3B), the deviation of ARM lipase steadily increased until 2.0 Å to 10 ns. In contrast, the deviation of R157S lipase was maintained at 1.3 Å to the end of simulation (t=10 ns) and showed the R157S lipase had reached it folded state. The small peak at 1.8 ns explained that R157S lipase was tried to stabilize the structure. From these result, it showed that R157S lipase structure was stable and could maintain the conformation at 333 K (60°C), meanwhile ARM lipase could be stable at 323K/50°C. It is proven that the substitution of Arg157 with Ser had increased the thermal stability of protein structure in mutant lipase regarding to the longer stay in the folded state at higher temperature. Nosoh and Sekiguchi [22] state that the folded state of proteins is compact and rigid but become flexible because of vibrational and conformational entropy. However in the unfolded state, the polypeptide chain become less compact and more flexible. Xu et al. [25] examined partial coefficients of CL-20(001)/F2314 PBX at different temperatures and

---

**Figure 1:** Sequences alignment of ARM lipase and other homologous thermostable lipases from database through CLUSTALW multiple sequence alignment from Biology Workbench with percentage of identical to ARM lipase. The sequence alignment shows at positions 121 to position 170. The frame indicates at the position 157.
showed the increased of temperature from 248K to 348K decreased the activity of the modulus. The increasing of kinetic energy of the polymer molecules increased the conformational changes and the elasticity.

**Root Mean Square Fluctuation (RMSF)**

Root mean square fluctuation (RMSF) of each residue in ARM and R157S lipases was used to calculate over the trajectory for overall flexibility of the system at two different temperatures (323K and 333K). Figure 4A showed at 323K/50°C, a slight fluctuation was observed in ARM lipase with amino acid sequence of 130-145 which was at the flexible region of ARM lipase. The flexible region consists of α-helix and coil that was located in the surface of ARM lipase structure. The fluctuation of flexible region of ARM lipase then increased the flexibility at higher temperature (333K/60°C) as shown in Figure 4B. It was indicated that the flexible region was thermal sensitive region. The critical point mutation increased the protein folding and compactness due to less flexibility of flexible region.

Trajectories of MD simulations over 10 ns of ARM and R157S lipases structures were sampled at different temperature (50, 60 and 70°C) to analyze the differences of structural stabilities at different temperatures (Figure 5). The N-terminal of both lipases was quite mobile as shown in the structures before and after the simulations (10 ns) as expressed by different temperatures. The major fluctuation observed in the flexible regions consisting of α-helix structures showed by the arrow. The large fluctuation of flexible region would trigger an unfolding process and consequently denature the protein [25,27]. The conformational structure of ARM lipase and R157S lipase structures continuously change during the MD simulations at 50, 60 and 70°C until at the end of simulation (10 ns). Thus, in this study the conformational changes do not correlate to the thermal stability but better compactness and high rigidity are the major factors in protein thermal stability. R157S lipase had a compact and rigid protein structure due to its ability to remain stable and rigid at high temperature (60°C).

**Solvent Accessible Surface Area (SASA)**

Solvent accessible surface area of a protein that is accessible to a
 solvent and used to calculate the transfer of free energy that required moving a protein from aqueous solvent to a non-polar solvent such as lipid environment [22]. Figure 6 showed significant decreased in total solvent accessible surface value of R157S lipase (15,000 to 15,200 Å2) at 323K/50°C and 333K/60°C than the wild-type lipase (15,400 to 16,000 Å2) until the end of simulation (10 ns). Accessible surface areas of atoms are correlated with their hydrophobicities and folding process. Folding process is usually accompanied by the significant decrease in SASA value [28]. Therefore, the slightly decreased of SASA value in R157S lipase indicated that the mutant lipase structure was high in folding process. The replacement of polar residue, Arg (less hydrophobicity) with higher hydrophobic residue, Ser increased the non polar residues located inside the protein structure could favour the protein packing and thus decreasing the internal cavities in the protein structure. Bisignano and Moran [24] reported that deletion of residue F508 increased SASA value of 73 Å2 and led to local rearrangements that modify the energy interaction with the solvent. 

**Radius of Gyration (Rg)**

Radius of gyration of ARM and R157S lipases were calculated with the conformations from the trajectories at 10 ns to get a global review that caused by different temperatures as shown in Figure 7. The radius of gyration of R157S lipase maintained vibration around 20.2 Å at 323K/50°C and 333K/60 °C. On the other hand, at low temperature (50°C), the radius of gyration of ARM lipase maintained around 20.3 Å (Figure 7A) and increased rapidly by time until 20.5 Å when the temperature increased to 60°C (Figure 7B). Thus, the mutant lipase could prevent its region in the structure from losing their native compactness at higher temperature (60°C). The hydrophobic stabilization is proportional to the reduction of surface area accessible to solvent on protein folding [22,29]. The critical point mutation has indirectly improved the hydrophobic interaction in native protein structure; possibly by rigidification of native structure resulting in improved core packing. Liu et al. [30] analyzed the thermal stability of structure; possibly by rigidification of native structure resulting in improved core packing. Liu et al. [30] analyzed the thermal stability of structure. Bisignano and Moran [24] reported that deletion of residue F508 increased SASA value of 73 Å2 and led to local rearrangements that modify the energy interaction with the solvent.

**Preparation of purified ARM and mutant lipase**

Based on the computational results, the substitution of bad residue (Arg157) contributed to the ARM lipase stability. Thus, site-directed mutagenesis was used to validate the computational results. The oligonucleotide primers containing the desired mutation (R157S) at the centre primer were used in the QuikChange Lightning Site-Directed Mutagenesis method. The successful mutant plasmid (R157S) was transformed into E.coli Top 10. Purification of ARM and R157S lipases had been conducted using AKTAprime ™ by one-step purification Nickel Sepharose affinity chromatography system. ARM and R157S lipases showed a single peak in the affinity purification profile. The purified ARM and R157S lipases were confirmed to be homogenous by a prominent single band on SDS-PAGE and NATIVE-PAGE (Figure 8).

**Fluorescence analysis**

The effect of critical point mutation was examined by measuring the conformational changes of ARM and R157S lipases using intrinsic Trp fluorescence and extrinsic ANS fluorescence (Figure 9). The fluorescence of lipases originated from Trp, Tyr and Phe residues (aromatic ring residues). However, only Trp could absorb the longest wavelength than Tyr and Phe. Intrinsic fluorescence parameter like intensity and wavelength maxima (λmax) provide excellent means for studying structural dynamics and polarity of lipase [31-33]. ARM and R157S lipases contain eight Trp residues at positions 19, 30, 40, 60, 234, 255, 313 and 348. The intrinsic fluorescence spectra of ARM and R157S lipases excited at 295 nm and showed the maximum intensities at 336 nm (Figure 9A). The result showed insignificant red-shift in emission maximum between ARM and R157S lipases indicated that the microenvironment of Trp residues was not changed in the hydrophobic environment of the protein core in aqueous buffer. The peak emission intensity of
R157S lipase was decreased by 1.5 fold than ARM lipase. The increased fluorescence intensity of ARM lipase might probably contribute to the perturbations in the local environment of Trp residues. It indicated that the Trp was shielded from bulk water but not located in the hydrophobic core of the lipases [33]. Amada et al. [34] stated that the red-shifting of Pseudomonas sp. MIS38 (PML) in the presence of 4 M GdnHCl exhibited at maximum intensity. It was probably because of the fully exposed aromatic residues to the solvent.

The effect of single point mutation was further supported by the fluorescence behaviour of ANS. ANS fluorescence spectra (extrinsic) of ARM and R157S lipases showed the highest intensity at 514 nm (Figure 9B). The peak emission intensity of R157S lipase was significantly decreased about 4-fold compared to ARM lipase. The decreasing of peak emission intensity suggesting decreased exposure of surface hydrophobic patches in the R157S lipase. Similar to Bacillus subtilis lipase LipA as reported by Rajakumara et al. [35], the ability of ANS to bind sharply in the native or unfolded lipase increased by 10-fold during heating lipase at 45°C. At the extreme temperature, there was a significant loss of secondary structure of lipase. Thus, the decreasing of ANS fluorescence intensity was significantly similar to the decreasing of intensity of Trp fluorescence and did not change the emission red-shift. It showed that the substitution of Arg157 to Ser has increased the compactness and protein folding.

**Kinetic characterization**

Kinetic parameters of ARM and R157S lipases were calculated to characterize the enzyme activity in the \( k_{cat} \), \( K_m \) and \( k_{cat}/K_m \) values as a function of temperature (Figure 10). The behaviour of \( k_{cat} \) values (Vmax values used as concentration of enzymes were the same constant) measured within the studied temperature range 20-80°C. R157S lipase showed the highest \( k_{cat} \) value of 55.5 sec⁻¹ at 60 °C. Meanwhile, ARM lipase had \( k_{cat} \) value of 16.7 sec⁻¹ at 50 °C. Bustos-Jaimes et al. [36] reported that the changes in \( k_{cat} \) value might be due to noticeable changes in \( K_m \). The highest \( K_m \) value was 900 mM for ARM lipase at 50 °C. On the other hand, R157S lipase had \( K_m \) value of 700 mM at 60 °C. The \( K_m \) values decreased with temperature due to hydrophobic interactions that become stronger when the temperature increased [37]. Interestingly, both ARM and R157S lipases displayed high \( k_{cat}/K_m \) values at 70 °C due to low \( K_m \) values. R157S lipase showed \( k_{cat}/K_m \) values five times higher than ARM lipase. It explained that R157S lipase had essentially moved towards kinetic perfection with enhanced possibilities for productive substrate capture in the active site. The substitution of large and less hydrophobicity residue (Arg157) to the site. The substitution of large and less hydrophobicity residue (Arg157) to Ser has enhanced possibilities for productive substrate capture in the active site.
Thermodynamic stability

CD spectroscopy was used to study the effect of critical point mutation towards thermodynamic stability. The CD spectra of the ARM and R157S lipases were measured at various temperatures (50-80°C) at 222 nm as shown in Figure 11. Ellipticity of ARM and R157S lipases at 222 nm increased by temperature. Upon heating from 60 to 70°C, the ellipticity of ARM lipase increased rapidly meanwhile R157S lipase increased the ellipticity from 68 to 80°C. The thermal transition curve obtained by temperature dependence graph at 222 nm also supported that mutant lipase increased the thermostability.

The melting temperature ($T_m$) measured by CD is directly related to protein stability. R157S showed higher $T_m$ value (71.6°C) than its wild-type (63.9°C) indicated that the mutant lipase increased its thermostability. As such, it was assumed that the substitution of less hydrophobic residue (Arg157) to more hydrophobic residue (Ser) increased the internal hydrophobicity of R157S lipase to maintain the structural stability at a high temperature. Choi et al. [38] reported that the wild-type enzyme which have Zn$^{2+}$ elevated the $T_m$ value from 51.1 to 69.3°C compared to its mutant enzymes (H87A, D61A/H87A and D61A/H81A/H87A/D238A). It indicated the importance of Zn$^{2+}$ for maintaining structural stability at high temperature.

Conclusions

The choice of critical point mutation through consensus approach provides a very advantageous strategy of protein engineering. The substitution of Arg157 to Ser was made to increase the internal hydrophobicity of protein structure and protein folding. The MD simulations results (RMSD, RMSF, SASA, and radius of gyration) showed that R157S lipase had reached the folded state at 60°C and less flexible than ARM lipase (50°C). However, both lipases could not stand at extreme temperature (more than 70°C). Fluorescence study revealed that R157S lipase had increased in protein folding and compactness. Circular dichorism showed that R157S lipase increased protein stability and exhibited higher $T_m$ value (71.6°C) than its wild-type (63.9°C). Kinetic study explained that R157S lipase had attained kinetic perfection and enhanced the possibilities for productive substrate capture in the active site. Further, the substitution of Arg157 (less hydrophobic) to Ser increased the internal hydrophobicity of the protein structure. Although Arg157 is polar and large side chain (guanidine group) to form high H-bond interactions than Ser, only the formation of large number of H-bonds could stabilize the protein structure. The compactness of R157S lipase was increased due to low cavities in the protein molecule. Both computational studies and biophysical analysis can be used together to engineer new protein and significantly contribute in understanding the relationship of protein and structure.
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![Figure 10: Temperature dependence on kinetic constants of ARM and R157S lipases](image)
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